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GENERALIZED STIRLING NUMBERS, 
CONVOLUTION FORMULAE 

AND p, ^-ANALOGUES 

ANNE DE MÉDICIS AND PIERRE LEROUX 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study two generalizations of the Stirling numbers of 
the first and second kinds, inspired from their combinatorial interpretation in terms of 
0-1 tableaux. They are the %-Stirling numbers and the partial Stirling numbers. In 
particular, we give a q and a p, ^-analogue of convolution formulae for Stirling num
bers of the second kind, due to Chen and Verde-Star, and we extend these formulae to 
Stirling numbers of the first kind. Included in this study are the a, d-progressive Stir
ling numbers, corresponding to 0-1 tableaux with column lengths from an arithmetic 
progression {a + id}j>o. 

RÉSUMÉ. Dans cet article, nous étudions deux généralisations des nombres de Stir
ling de première et deuxième espèces, inspirées par leur interprétation combinatoire en 
termes de tableaux 0-1. Il s'agit des ^-nombres de Stirling et des nombres de Stirling 
partiels. Nous donnons en particulier des q et/?, ^-analogues de formules de convolu
tion des nombres de Stirling de deuxième espèce, dues à Chen et Verde-Star, et nous 
étendons ces formules aux nombres de Stirling de première espèce. Les nombres de Stir
ling a, d-progressifs, correspondant aux tableaux 0-1 dont les longueurs des colonnes 
font partie d'une progression arithmétique {a +w/}/>o, sont également inclus dans cette 
étude. 

1. Introduction. A 0—1 tableau is a pair (p = (A,/), where À = (Ai > A2 > • • • > 
AJO is a partition of an integer m = | A|, and/ = (fij)\</<\i is a "filling" of the cells of the 
corresponding Ferrers diagram of shape A with 0's and 1 's, such that there is exactly one 
1 in each column. 

For example, Figure 1 represents the 0-1 tableau (f = (A,/), where A = (8,7,6,2) 

and/15 = / n =/i8 =fi\ =fi3 =hi =fu = fi6 = hfij = 0 elsewhere (1 <j < Az). 

0 0 
1 0 
0 1 

[0 0 

FIGURE 1: 0-1 TABLEAU y 
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STIRLING NUMBERS AND;?, ?-ANALOGUES 475 

We define two statistics on these objects: first, the inversion number of (p, denoted 
by inv((^), which is equal to the number of O's below a 1 in <p; and the non-inversion 
number of </?, denoted by nin(</?), which is equal to the number of O's above a 1 in (p. For 
instance, for the 0-1 tableau in Figure 1, we compute inv(</?) = 7 and nin((/?) = 8. 

We then define the/?, q-Stirling numbers of first and second kinds to be the polynomi
als 

(1.1) cM[n,k]:= £ jr*-p)j*<p\ 
ipeTd(n-\,n-k) 

and 

(1.2) SPj[n9k]:= £ p™^j™^\ 
(peT(k,n-k) 

respectively, where T(h, r) denotes the set of all 0-1 tableaux (A,/) such that the number 
of non-zero parts of A is at most equal to h, and the first part of A is exactly equal to r, for 
h > 0, r > 0, and Td(h, r) denotes the subset of T(h, r) containing all 0—1 tableaux for 
which the conjugate partition A' of A has distinct parts. In other words, a 0-1 tableau <p 
in T(h, r) has exactly r colums of (non-zero) lengths less than or equal to h. Furthermore, 
if the lengths of the columns are all distinct, then cp G Td(h9 r). 

The classical Stirling numbers, c(n9 k) and S(n9 k)9 and their ^-analogues, cq[n9 k] and 
Sq[n, k]9 are obtained by setting 

(1.3) c(n,k) = c\t\[n9k], cq[n9k] = cq,\[n9k], 

(1.4) S(n,k) = Shi[n,k], Sq[n9k] = SqA[n,k]. 

The combinatorial study of 0—1 tableaux has led to many interesting developments 
in the theory of ^-analogues of classical Stirling numbers. In particular, these tableaux 
were used to establish a conjecture of L. Butler on g-logarithmic concavity of ^-Stirling 
numbers (see Butler [Bu] and Leroux [Le]). Moreover, we presented in a previous paper 
(de Médicis and Leroux [dMLe]) a systematic study of q and/7, ̂ -analogues of identities 
involving Stirling numbers of both kinds, using algebraic and combinatorial methods, 
based on the combinatorics of 0—1 tableaux. We obtained a number of remarkable iden
tities. 

The object of the present paper is to answer two questions that were asked following 
that work. The first one is to give a q and p9 ^-analogue of W. Y. Chen's convolution 
formula, recently published (see [Ch]) 

(1.5) S(m + n,k)= £ (m)im-JS(n9i)SQ9k-i)9 
i+j>k \J I 

and to also find a similar formula for Stirling numbers of the first kind. The second ques
tion that was raised is to determine which properties remain valid when some constraints 
are imposed on the lengths of the columns in 0-1 tableaux, such as requiring lengths to 
be part of an arithmetic or a geometric progression. 
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476 A. DE MEDICIS AND P. LEROUX 

In view of these problems, we consider two natural generalizations of Stirling num
bers in the context of 0-1 tableaux, the H-Stirling numbers and impartial Stirling num
bers. 

The Ïï-Stirling numbers are obtained by restricting the possible choices of lengths of 
columns and also by replacing the p, ^-counting of fillings of columns by some weight 
on the columns. More precisely, let ÎI = {SI, w), where Si — (a/)/>0 denotes a strictly in
creasing sequence of non-negative integers (the column lengths allowed), and w: N —> K 
denotes a function from N to a ring K (column weights according to length). We define an 
Jï-tableau to be a list <j> of columns c of a Ferrers diagram of a partition A (by decreasing 
order of length) such that the lengths \c\ are part of the sequence J?, and we set 

(i.6) wtt(^)=nw(ki). 
ce<f> 

Note that <j> might contain a finite number of columns of length zero if 0 is part of the 
sequence SA and if w(0) ^ 0. We then define the ^-Stirling numbers of the first kind 
(without sign) and of the second kind to be respectively 

(1.7) c\n,k):= £ w^l 
<j>eTd\n-\,n-k) 

and 

(1.8) S\n,k):= J2 w%(</>)9 
(f>eT^(k,n-k) 

where T^{h, r) denotes the set of ^-tableaux with exactly r columns whose lengths are 
in the set {ao,a\,... ,#/,}, and Td^{h,r) denotes the subset of 7^(/z,r) containing all 
J2-tableaux with columns of distinct lengths. 

As for the /?, ̂ -Stirling numbers, by considering the maximum possible length of 
columns of Jï-tableaux and their format, we get the following recurrences, where we 
set Wi — w(ai): 

(1.9) c\n,k) = ca(n-l9k- \) + wn-Xc\n - \9k)9 

and 

(1.10) sP(n,k) = S%{n - l,k- 1) + wkS^{n - 1,jfc), 

with initial boundary conditions c^(0,k) = <$o,£ = ^(0,A:), c%{n, 0) = WQW\ • • • wn-\ 
andSîl(/i,0) = wg. 

Similar generalizations of Stirling numbers can be found in the literature. We are 
thus extending, from a combinatorial point of view, previous works such as those of 
L. Comtet [Co], M. Koutras [Ko], B. Voigt [Vo] and L. Verde-Star [VS]. 

Many classical families of numbers or polynomials arise as particular cases of 11-
Stirling numbers. Table 1 gives an outlook of some of the families that occur in combi
natorics. In Section 2, we display the main properties shared by all of these families, as 
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well as some connections that might occur between two related families, such as when a 
weight function w* is obtained by multiplying another weight function w by a constant, 
w*(x) = a • w(x), or is obtained by adding a constant, w*(x) = a + w(x), or still yet when 
the length sequence is obtained by translation bmA of a given sequence A. It is in this 
context that the convolution formulae extending Chen's formula (1.5) will be stated in 
the greatest generality (see Theorem 2.6, and also [VS], Proposition 5.4 and 5.5). 

Wi S%(n,k) References c*(n9k) 1 

1 1 © binomial coefficients (I) 
2 i S(n,k) Stirling numbers c(n, k) 1 
3 ? T(2n,2k) [Ri] (Riordan) pp. 212-249 {-\f-kt(2n,2k) 1 
4 (2if &mv(2n,2k) partitions with odd 

blocks [Co] 

5 (2/+1)2 &mP(2n+l,2k+l) partitions with odd 
blocks [Co] 

6 4 [k\q 
^-binomial coefficients *™H, 

7 1i+l 
V [k\q 

affine subspaces ^W 
8 [«W Sp,q[n,k] p, ^-Stirling numbers cP,q\n,k] 

9 <t-\ (q-l)»-kSq[n,k] g-tableaux with no 
null columns, Section 2 

(q-lf-kcq[n,k] 

10 a + i Em{^)an-mS(m,k) Section 4 Hm(fjam-kc{n,m)\ 

11 —a + i S(a)(n,k) non-central Stirling 
numbers [Ko], Section 2 

C(a)(n, k) 

12 l+ia WG(n,k) Whitney numbers of 
Dowling lattices [Do] 

(-l)n-kwG(n,k) 

13 [a + id\m S^in.k] a, ̂ /-progressive Stirling 
numbers, Section 4 

<£>.*] 

TABLE 1 

The second generalization, partial Stirling numbers, is addressed in Section 3. It is 
obtained by considering weak 0-1 tableaux, i.e. 0-1 tableaux that are weak in the sense 
that some columns may contain only 0's, contributing to the non-inversion statistic. They 
correspond, in the traditional combinatorial interpretations, to partial partitions and to 
permutations with some marked cycles. The partial p, ^-Stirling numbers Pcp^n, m, k] 
and PSp^ln, m, k] are defined by p, ^-counting weak 0—1 tableaux with a fixed number 
of columns filled with 0's. When the number of columns filled with 0's is not fixed, the 
corresponding polynomial families, (PcPyq[n,k] = Em &cPiq[n9m,k] and (PSPiq[n,k] — 
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Em !PSp,q[n, m, k] form a particular case of ÎI-Stirling numbers, with at = i and w(i) = 

y + PW 
In Section 3, we extend to weak 0—1 tableaux the natural bijections between 0—1 

tableaux and partitions or permutations (see de Médicis and Leroux [dMLe]). We then 
present a study of identities involving partial /?, ^-Stirling numbers. The main point in this 
section is the resolution of the first problem mentioned above, finding/?, ̂ -analogues and 
extensions of the convolution formula (1.5) (see Proposition 3.10). The specialization 
p — 1 leads to the following convolution formulae for ^-Stirling numbers: 

(1.11) cq[m+n,k] = _gJ (m +k
k2

l. ~J)^-k\n^-Jcq[n,i\cq[m,m+k-i-J] L 

(1.12) Sg[m + n,k] = £ (MJqKi+J'k)U]q~
J Sq[n,î\Sq[j,k - i]; 

i+j>k \J I 

(1.13) c,[«+l,*+/+l] = Ê " ^ ' ('y\{i+^n-l-H\i^1qcq[i,k]cq[n-iJ^j] L 

and 

(1.14) Sq[n+\,k+l+n = Ê " E ' | 1"J l)jMX^'-l-Alk+lpq[i,k]Sq[n-i-j,!\\. 

The model of weak 0-1 tableaux also appears in the analysis of a, d-progressivep, q-
Stirlingnumbers ca

p
,d

q[n, k] and S?pfq[n, k], introduced in the last section. They are particular 
cases of 11 -Stirling numbers where the a, form an arithmetic progression at = a + id, 
a,d G N, and where w(x) — \x\PA. 

Many interesting cases (e.g. items 1, 2, 8, 10 to 13 of Table 1) are covered by these 
polynomials. Here we deduce, from the combinatorial models, properties that are valid 
in general, in particular the p, ^-analogues and extensions of convolution formulae due 
to L. Verde-Star (see Proposition 4.5). For p = q = 1, the a, ̂ /-progressive Stirling 
numbers were also studied by J. B. Remmel and M. Wachs [ReWa] and by A. Rucihski 
and B. Voigt [RuVo], who showed that if a + d > 0, the numbers S\,d

x(n, k) satisfy a local 
limit theorem. 

2. General study of % -Stirling numbers. In this section, we present the basic prop
erties of % -Stirling numbers and some results linking two related families 91 and ÎÏ*. 
The first proposition contains the most elementary results generalizing properties of/?, q-
Stirling numbers (see de Médicis and Leroux [dMLe]). These identities can be proven 
similarly to those in [dMLe], using either the combinatorics of J?-tableaux (bijectively 
or by applying an involution), or algebraically. Details are left to the reader. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (c^fak)) and (Sll(n,k))nk be the families of polynomials 
defined by the recurrence relations (1.9) and (1.10). Then the following identities hold: 
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a) (symmetricfunctions) 

(2.1) c^(n,k) = en-k(wo,wi,W29...,w„-\) 

E " V ^ - * > [Co, (12)] 
0</I<-</„_A<«-1 

(2.2) S^C», *) = hn_k(w0, wi, w 2 , . . . , wk) 

E " V * V * > [Co, (10)] 
0</i <•••</„_*<* 

where en(x\9X2,...,Xk) and hn(x\9X2,...,xk) denote respectively the elementary and 

complete symmetric functions of degree n in k variables; 

b) (generatingfunctions) 

Forn>0, 

(2.3) J2 c\n9 ry-'xT = (x + w0y)(x + wxy) • • • (x + w„_uO, [Co, (1)] 

fork>0, 

(2.4) E S * ( * + y - . * y = ! * W 1 * , - - - n
 1 v [Co, (8)] 

r>0 (1 - WO*) (1 - Wl*) (1 - WkX) 

(2.5) *" = £ S*V*X* - wo)(x - wx)... (x - W j t _0; [Co, (2)] 
£=0 

c) (recurrence relations) 

(2.6) c a (« + 1, * + 1) = £ w„w„_, • • • wj+^Q, k), [Co, (7)] 
j=k 

(2.7) S a(» + 1,*+1) = E H ^ / S « ( / . * ) , [Co, (6)] 
j=k 

(2.8) c V *) = £ ( - i y - y ; - * c B ( n + 1 J + 1), [Co, (5)] 

(2.9) 5H(«,A:) = J2(-iywk+lWk+2 • • • wHjS
%(n + l,k+j + 1); 

7=0 

d) (orthogonality relations) 

(2.10) Ê s ' W / t f V , « ) = « » . « , 

(2.11) YJS
%{n,k)s%{k,m) = èn„, 

k=m 

where sn(n, k) = (— l y ^ V ^ w , A:) are J/*e H-Stirling numbers of the first kind with signs; 
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e) (other identities) 

Let £jfL be the sequence obtained from SI = (a/)/>o by erasing the term a/, and let 
(/5I = ( ^ w ) . T h e n 

(2.12) (n - k)c\n9k) = £ wjc^(n - l,k), 

(2.13) (a - k)Sn(n,k) = n'^2 SP(* ~ 1 -j'M^1 + < * + • • • + M( + 1 ) , 
y=o 

(2.14) £ ( 1 - wO(l - w2) • • • (1 - Mfc_!)SV *) = 1 + wo + • • • + <~2. • 

Other explicit formulae, in terms of divided differences, Taylor expansions or systems 
of linear equations, can be found in Comtet [Co], Voigt [Vo] and Verde-Star [VS], For 
example, 

(-\)"-kc\n,k) = 1 { ^ { x ; SI)4= 0 , [Co, (13)] 

where (JC; ÎI)„ = ÏIJ~Q(X — wf), and as usual we write wt — w(at). If all the w/'s are 
distinct, then we have 

S'i(n,k) = [wo,wu...,wk]xn, [Co, (14)] 

the A>th divided difference of xn. 

T,S\n,k)- = Z-i:-r, [Co, (9)] 
*>k n- po (wj)k 

where, forj < k, (Wj)k = nf= 0 / j ,(wj — wd- And if all w,'s are distinct, then 

/ sv(n,0) \ / l w0 

s*(n, 1) 

\s\n,n-l)/ 

Wo 
1 W\ w\ 

<~l\~l / ^ \ 

\ 1 W„_i M^_, 

W ^ 1 

< = ! / 

wï 

\<v 
[Co, (11)] 

The ^-Stirling numbers of the second kind were originally introduced by L. Car-
litz [Cal, Ca2] as the polynomial family Sq[n,k\ satisfying the following identity: 

(2.15) 
J 9 j=k y 

= E . ){q-\rksq\jM 

THEOREM 2.2 (GENERALIZATIONS OF CARLITZ FORMULAE). Let SA be an increasing 
sequence of non-negative integers, and w: N —> K and w*: N —> K two functions such 
that w(i) = w0 + w*(0, V/ G N. l e / ÎI - (J2, w), ?I* = (J?, w*) awrf 2I0 = (-2, w0), w/*ere 
wo denotes the constant function equal to WQ, then 

(2.16) S\n,k) = ±hw^S^{j,k). 
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Moreover, the following identities, obtained by applying various inversions, are equiv
alent to (2.16). 

(2.17) cV^È^W^Cnj); 

(2.18) S%'(n, s) = t(-w0)"-J (") S*</, s); 

(2.19) c%\n, s) = ±(-w0r
s Q c\n j); 

(2.20) SM°(»,*) = jj-*1-sc*'<j,s)&(njy, 

(2.21) ctto(w,5) = J2(-l)n-Jcll<j\s)Sw(nJ). 

PROOF. The lifting of certain identities on ^-Stirling numbers to the level of ÎI-
Stirling numbers sometimes depends on the weight function w. When the weight function 
takes the form of a canonical finite sum of elements of a ring K, we can distribute the 
different terms of the sums on the .^-tableaux </>, assigning to each column, as weight, 
a single term of the sum corresponding to its length rather than the entire sum. In that 
case, we will say that <j> is a w-distributed ^.-tableau. Thus, for the choice at = i and 
w(i) — [i\p,q, we recover the combinatorial interpretation of the/?, ^-Stirling numbers 
of both kinds in terms of 0-1 tableaux. Indeed, instead of attributing a global weight of 
the form [i]Piq — pl~x + pl~2q + • • • + ql~l to a column of length /, we associate to each 
monomial pql~J~l the choice of the (/ + l)-th position for the 1, giving y non-inversions 
and(i—j— 1) inversions. 

Coming back to Theorem 2.2, since w (in the pair îï = (JÏ, w)) is a canonical sum of 
two terms, we can talk about w-distributed Jï-tableaux. For these ^[-tableaux, each col
umn of length at will have weight either WQ or w*{at). We give here the general idea of 
the combinatorial proofs, leaving out the details. See [dMLe] (Theorem 4.1 and Propo
sition 4.2) for similar proofs. 

To prove identities (2.16) and (2.17), essentially choose the columns of the w-distri
buted J?-tableaux with weights different from w$. 

For (2.18) and (2.19), the right-hand side counts w-distributed Jl-tableaux with some 
columns of weight wo distinguished, each contributing a factor (— 1) to the global weight. 
We can construct a weight-preserving sign-reversing involution on these tableaux, such 
that the fixed points are all w-distributed Jï-tableaux with no column of weight wo, hence 
giving the left-hand side of the identities. The involution just "changes the status" of the 
leftmost column of weight wo in the w-distributed .^-tableaux. 

For identities (2.20) and (2.21), weight-preserving sign-reversing involutions resem
bling those used to show orthogonality can be designed. • 
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Theorem 2.2 deals essentially with interactions between 51-Stirling numbers where 
the weight functions differ by an additive constant. The next proposition examines what 
happens when the weight functions differ by a multiplicative constant. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 21 = (2L,w) where w: N —> K, and let a e K. Denote by 
aw the function from N to the ring K obtained by multiplication ofw by the constant a. 
Then, 

(2.22) c{*>aw\n, k) = an-kc^w\n, k\ 

(2.23) ^aw\n, k) = an~k^w\n, k). 

PROOF. It suffices to note that for every iï-tableau <j> having k columns, the weight 
of <j> according to weight function aw, {aw\^aw){(f)), is related to the weight ŵ (</>) = 
w(A,w)((t)) *n t n e following way: 

W ( ^ w ) W = ak ' W(*,w)(0). • 

REMARK 2.4. Observe that the exact algebraic expressions for cases (7) and (9) of 
Table 1 can be obtained from cases (6) and (8) (with/? = 1 ) respectively, via Proposi
tion 2.3. 

The particular case at = /, wo = 1, and w*(/) = ql — 1 in Theorem 2.2 gives Carl-
itz's identity and its close relatives (cf [dMLe], (4.5) to (4.10)), corresponding to cases 
(6) and (9) of Table 1. The original combinatorial proofs used a unified combinatorial 
model, q-tableaux, that is fillings of Ferrers diagram with elements of the set {0,1,2, . . . , 
q-l},qeti. 

Another application of Theorem 2.2 is the following: M. Koutras [Ko] defined the 
non-central Stirling numbers of the first and second kinds C(a)(n9 k) and S(a)(n, k) (case 
(11) of Table 1) to be the polynomials satisfying 

(2.24) t{t - 1) • • • (t - n + 1) = Ê ( - lf-kcia)(n9 k)(t - af 

and 

(2.25) (t -af=J2 S(a)(n, k)t{t — 1)-•-(/ — *+1), 

Setting x = (t — a) in the previous identities and comparing with (2.3) and (2.5), we 
deduce that C(a)(n, k) = c%(n,k) and S(a)(n,k) = S^(n,k), for 91 = (J3,w), where 
-# = (0/>o, and w(i) = — a + /. Formulae (2.16) and (2.17) of Theorem 2.2 then let 
us express the non-central Stirling numbers of Koutras in terms of the usual "central" 
Stirling numbers (case (2) of Table 1): 

(2.26) cia)(n, s) = ± K ) (-aTsc{nJ\ 
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(2.27) Sia)(n, k) = ± h (-a)n-JS{f, k). 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let 31 = (J?, w). If the following equality holds for all i > 0 

w(ai) = wo + WQZ + woz2 + • • • + WQZ1~1 — wo[i]z G N[w>o,z], 

then 

(2.28) c"(n + U + 1) = f M < V " ^ ( « j ) , 

(2.29) S*(#i + l,Jfc + 1) = Ê I )wn
0-

mzm-kS%(m,k). 
m=k ynj 

PROOF. Identity (2.28) (respectively (2.29)) follows from (2.17) and (2.22) (respec
tively (2.16) and (2.23)). The combinatorial proofs are similar to the ones of (2.11) and 
(2.12) of [dMLe], using w-distributed iï-tableaux. • 

THEOREM 2.6 (CONVOLUTION FORMULAE). Let 31 = (5l,w), where Si = (a0,a\, 
#2, • • •)• Denote bySJi the sequence (a\, 02, • • •)> and, more generally, by8n^L — 6(8n~l£L) 
the sequence (an, an+\, an+2,.. .)• Moreover, denote 8nll = (6nJi, w). Then 

(2.30) c\m +7, n) = ê c\m, k)cn<j\ n - k)9 
k=0 

(2.31) sP(m +j,ri) = £ S^(m,k)^(j,n - k). [VS, (5.18)] 
A:=0 

(2.32) c\n + Um+j+\) = j^c\k9myF\n-k,j)9 
k=0 

(2.33) S«(/i + l,ifi+y+l) = e s « ( t , / f i ) S ^ 1 , l ( / i - * j ) . [VS,(5.19)] 
*=o 

PROOF. TO prove these formulae combinatorially, one must strategically section the 
J3-tableaux into two parts. 

For instance, one gets identity (2.30) (respectively (2.33)) by separating the columns 
of the Jî-tableaux in the set Td^(m +j— 1, m + j — n) (respectively T^(m + j + 1, 
n — m —j)) to form an Jî-tableau with column lengths in {a0, CL\, • • •, cim-\} (respectively 
{#0,a\,...,am}), and another j^-tableau with column lengths in {am,am+\,...,am+j-\} 
(respectively {am+x, am+2,..., am+J+\} for (2.33)). 

For identities (2.31) and (2.32), if <j> G TA(n,m+j - n) (respectively </>' G ra^(«, 
« — m —j)), we must first determine the unique integer ko, 0 < ko < n (respectively k\, 
m <k\ < n), such that 

(2.34) (k0 - 1) + Ho + H i + • • • + H ^ - i < m < ko + |</>|o + H i + • • • + |</>k 
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(respectively 

(2.35) kx - M o - \<t>'\x W\kx-x =m<(k{ + \)~ \<f>'\o - \<\>'\x W\kx ), 

where \<j>\t denotes the number of columns of length at in </>. Note that since <j>' has 
columns of distinct lengths, (2.35) can only be satisfed if l^'l^ = 0. The J?-tableau <j> (re
spectively </>') is then divided into an J?-tableau containing the (m — ko) last columns of </> 
(respectively (k\ — m) last columns of </>'), with column lengths in the set {# o, # l, • • •, a ko} 
(respectively {ao,a\,... , a^-i}), and the remaining J^-tableau, with column lengths in 
the set {a^a^+i,...,«„} (respectively {akl+\,akl+2, • • •,an}). • 

These identities are generalizations of the convolution formulae (1.11) to (1.14) stated 
in the introduction, where at = / and w(i) = [i]q. 

As observed in Proposition 2.1, the Ïï-Stirling numbers can be expressed in terms of 
the elementary and complete symmetric functions respectively, as c%(n,k) = en-k(wo, 
w\,..., wn-\) and S%(n, k) = /z„_£(wo, w\,..., Wk) respectively. Some interesting in
stances of these families of numbers are given by Whitney numbers of supersolvable 
lattices (cf. Stanley [Stl, St2]). Other combinatorial properties of generalized Stirling 
numbers will be inherited from properties of symmetric functions. An example is loga
rithmic concavity (see Comtet [Co], Habsieger [Ha], Leroux [Le], and Sagan [Sa]), an 
aspect which is not treated in the present paper. 

3. Partial Stirling numbers and weak 0-1 tableaux. 

DEFINITIONS 3.1. A weak 0-1 tableau ^ is a triple t/; = (A,/,/), where A = (Ai > 
A2 > • • • > Xk) is a partition of an integer m, I is an integer greater or equal to Ai, and 
/ ~ (fi/)i<j<Xi ^s a fimng of the cells of the corresponding Ferrers diagram of shape A 
with 0's and l's, such that there is at most one 1 in each column. We will say that 1/; 
contains / columns, (/ — X\) of which being of length zero and considered filled with 0's. 

For example, the weak 0—1 tableau ijj = (A,/,/) where A = (5,4,2,2), / = 6 and 
/i3 —fi^—hi — l,fif = 0 elsewhere (1 <j < Xt) is illustrated in Figure 2. 

0 0 
0 0 
0 
o 

1 
0 

FIGURE 2: WEAK 0-1 TABLEAU ty 

As for the usual 0-1 tableaux, the inversion number of a weak 0-1 tableau \j), denoted 
by inv(V0, is equal to the number of 0's below a 1 in ijj. However, the non-inversions 
number of ifr, denoted by nin(i/;), is equal to the number of 0's above a 1 in T/;, plus the 
number of 0's in the columns filled with 0's. For instance, for ip in Figure 2, we compute 
inv(?/0 = 2 and nin(^) = 8. 
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We will denote by Tw(h,r) (respectively Tw(h,s,r)\ the set of all weak 0-1 tableaux 
ijj = (À, r,f) containing r columns of length less or equal to h (and having exactly (r — s) 
1 's in the filling/ respectively), and by Tdw(h, r) (respectively Tdw(h, s, r)), the subset of 
Tw(h, r) (respectively Tw(h, r, s)) consisting of all weak 0-1 tableaux with distinct column 
lengths. 

DEFINITIONS 3.2. The partialp, q-Stirling numbers are given by: 

(3.1) TcM{n,m,K\:= £ p™»)q™W-
•0G Tdw(n— 1 ,n—m,n—k) 

(3.2) ÎP5M[«, « ,*] := Y. pnin^qimm; 
ipETw(k,n—m,n—k) 

(3.3) TcM[n,k]:= £ p™»)q™»). 
4>eTdw(n-\,n-k) 

(3.4) (PSPi9[n,k]:= £ p^^q™^. 
i>eTw(k,n-k) 

Note that these polynomials are not symmetric inp and q, and that 

(3.5) 2 W « , k] = J2 <Pcp,q[n, m,k], 
m—k 

(3.6) TSM[n, k]=Y, PSp«l">m> *]• 
m=k 

Like classical Stirling numbers, the partial Stirling numbers have a combinatorial in
terpretation in terms of permutations and set partitions, or more precisely, in terms ofper
mutations with marked cycles and partial set partitions. To show this, we shall exhibit 
bijections between weak 0-1 tableaux and these objects. The corresponding statistics, 
obtained by carrying the inversion number and the non-inversion number along the bi
jections will then provide an alternate interpretation for the partial p, ^-Stirling numbers. 
We need some definitions and notations. 

DEFINITIONS 3.3. Let a e S(w, /, k) be a permutation of {1,2, . . . ,«} = [[«J, with k 
cycles such that / of them are marked. We will say that a is written as standard product 
of cycles if a is written as a product of disjoint cycles, each cycle starting with its mini
mum, and the cycles are ordered by increasing minima. We will denote by w{a) the word 
obtained by supressing the parenthesis in the permutation o written as a standard product 
of cycles. The minimum of each cycle is called the cycle leader. To indicate a marked 
cycle, we will underline its cycle leader. For instance, a — (1,9,3,5)(2,7)(4)(6,10,8) G 
6(10,2,4) is written as a standard product of cycles, both cycles (2,7) and (4) are marked, 
the cycle leaders are respectively 1, 2,4 and 6, and w{a) = 1 9 3 5 2 7 4 6 1 0 8. 

There is a natural bijection Oi between the sets Tdw(n — 1, /, n—k+l) and 6(H, /, k), that 
is inspired from the recurrence relations (3.20) or (3.26). Let ip G Tdw(n— 1, /, n—k+l). We 
construct by induction a sequence of permutations with marked cycles cro, cr\,..., on such 
that 07 has support \i\ The image oft/; under Oi will then be Oi(^) = on. We start with 
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00 = 0, the empty permutation. Suppose we have already determined 00, a\,..., ov_i, 
1 <i <n. Then 07 is obtained from 07-1 in the following way: 

i) if ip does not contain a column of length (/ — 1), 07 coincides with 07-1 on the set 
|[/ — 1|, and i forms a new unmarked cycle of length one in 07; 

ii) if xjj contains a column of length (/ — 1) filled with 0's, 07 coincides with 07-1 on 
the set [[/ — 1], and / forms a new marked cycle of length one in 07; 

hi) if x/j contains a column of length (/ — 1) with a 1 in they-th cell (from top to 
bottom), 1 <j < (/ — 1), then 07 is obtained from 07-1 by inserting / as the image 
of the y'-th letter in w(a/_i). The image of/ is then set equal to the image of that 
letter in 07_i. 

For example, for ip G 7*^(5,2,5) given in Figure 3, 00 = 0, CF\ = (I), 02 = 
(L2),<73 = (I,2)(3), 04 - Q,2)(3)(4), <r5 = a,2X3,5)(4),andOi(V;) = a6 = 
(1,2)(3,5,6)(4). It is easy to see that Oj is a bijection. Details are left to the reader. 

0 0 
0 0 
0 
1 

1 
0 

0 

FIGURE 3: WEAK 0-1 TABLEAU ip G Tdf(5,5,2) 

The bijection Oj lets us define inversion and non-inversion statistics on permutations 
with marked cycles: 

(3.7) inv(0-) = inv(Of1 (a)), and nin(a) = nin(Ofl (a)). 

In fact, it is not hard to see that the inversion number of a G ©(«, /, k) is equal to 

(3.8) inv(0-) = inv(w(0-)), 

where inv(w(0-)) is the number of inversions in the word W(Œ), that is the number of pairs 
of letters (i,f) such that j lies to the right of/ in w(a), but j < /, and the non-inversion 
number is equal to 

(3.9) nin(CT) = £ ( i - 2 - mva(f)) + £ ( / - 1), 
* J 

where the first sum ranges over all integer / G [[«J not cycle leaders, invCT(/) is just the 
number of inversions (ij) in w(a) with / as first coordinate, and the second sum ranges 
over the marked cycles leaders. 

DEFINITIONS 3.4. A partial partition (E; ir) e cPfP(n, /, k) of M is a pair (£; TT) such 
that E is a subset of |[« J = {1,2, . . . ,«} of cardinality /, and IT — 7ri,7r2,... ,7r* is a 
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partition with exactly k blocks of the set [[«] — E. We will say that (E; IT) is written in 
standard form if the elements of E appear in increasing order, each block of IT is written 
by increasing order of its elements, and the blocks are ordered by increasing minima. 
The blocks minima, a\,a29...,ak respectively, are called block leaders. For example, 
(£;7r)G2*P(10,2,3),with£={5,9}and7r = 7ri,7T2,7r3 = {1,3,7}, {2,6,10}, {4,8}, 
is written in standard form and the block leaders of 7r are equal to a\ = 1, ai = 2 and 
#3 = 4 . 

We now construct a bijection O2 between the sets Tw(k,l,n — k + I) and ^P(n, I,k), 
inspired from the recurrence relations (3.21) or (3.27). Lett/; G Tw(k,l,n—k+l). Transport 
-0 in the third quadrant by a vertical reflection (so that the columns are now by increasing 
order of length). For 1 < i < k, add a column of length /, with a 1 in the bottom cell, to 
the left of the columns of length greater or equal to / (in i/> reflected). Then add cells filled 
with 0's to the bottom of each column so that they reach length k. We obtain a k x n matrix 
with at most one 1 in each column (these manipulation are shown in Figure 4 for the weak 
0—1 tableau of Figure 2). It is the row-to-column representation of the restricted-growth 
function associated with the partial partition 02 WO — (E',TT) (cf. Milne [Mi]). More 
precisely, if they-th column of the matrix contains only 0's, then y G E, and if the y'-th 
column contains a 1 in the m-th row, theny lies in the m-th block of the partition ir, written 
in standard form. For example, for 0 G 7^(5,3,6) illustrated in Figure 2, we obtain the 
matrixofFigure4,andO2(^)-(^;7r) = ({l,3,10};{2,6},{4,5},{7,9},{8},{ll})G 

(PP(\\,3,5). 0 2 is clearly a bijection. 

1 0 

t 
/0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0\ 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
\0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/ 

FIGURE 4: CONSTRUCTION OF A MATRIX FROM A WEAK 0-1 TABLEAU 

Once again, carrying over O2 the inversion and non-inversion statistics, we obtain the 
inversion number of a partial partition (E; 7r), 

(3.10) inv(£; TT) = J^ inv7r(z), 
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where, if a\ < ai < • • • < 0* are the block leaders of 7r and / lies in the m-th block 7ry, 
inv7r(/) is equal to the number of a/, m <j < k, such that ay < /. 

Moreover, if we let 

(3.11) ninw(0 = 

f I {ay I aj < i}\ if/ G £, 
\{cij• I 1 < . / < /w and a, < z}| if/ lies in the m-th block of IT 

(— m _ 1) and / is not a block leader, 
I 0 if / is a block leader, 

then the non-inversion number of a partial partition (E; 7r) equals 

nin(£; ?r) = Y nin^O, 

(3.12) = Ë ' X k M | - l ) + £n i iMf r 

From these two bijections Oi and O2, we can deduce 

PROPOSITION 3.5 (ALTERNATIVE COMBINATORIAL MODELS). With the preceding no
tations and definitions, 

(3.13) VcM[n,m,k] = £ p™(°)q™W, 
crE©(«,/7—m,n—m+k) 

(3.14) « W » , W, *] = £ ^nin(£;^ inv(£;^ 

(E;ir)e$*P(n,n-m,k) 

Using these alternate interpretations, the generating series for the/? = q — 1 case are 
easy to find: 

PROPOSITION 3.6 (GENERATING SERIES). We have 

(3.15) Y &C\,I[">" ~ m,K\amukX— = (1 -x)-{a+u\ 
n,m,k>0 ' n-

(3.16) Y &SiA[n,n - m,k]amuk^ = e^e^^, 
n,m,k>0 n\ 

(3.17) Y ?clA[n,k]uk- = (1 -xpl+«\ 
n,k>0 

X" 
(3.18) Y ^Sul[n,k]uk~ = exeuieX~l) 

n,k>0 ' ' ' n* 

PROOF. The generating series of permutations according to the number of cycles 
(weighted by u) is well-known, it is 

(3.19) E £ ^ = ( ^ - ) " 
n~>c\k->(\ ni \ 1 — x/ 
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Identity (3.15) can be deduced from the fact that a permutation with marked cycles de
composes naturally into two permutations, one containing the marked cycles (weighted 
by a), and the other the unmarked cycles (weighted by u). 

Identity (3.16) expresses the fact that a partial partition (E; ir) consists of a set E (each 
element weighted by a) and a partition 7r, which is a set of non-empty blocks (with each 
block weighted by u). 

Identities (3.17) and (3.18) follow from (3.15) and (3.16) and the connections (3.5) 
and (3.6) between the partial /?, ̂ -Stirling numbers with three parameters and the partial 
/?, ^-Stirling numbers with two parameters. • 

REMARK 3.7. The basic recurrence relations for the partial p, ^-Stirling numbers 
with two parameters are given by 

(3.20) <PcM[n + 1, *] = <PcM[n,k- 1] + (pn + [n]p,q)2cp,q[n,kl 

(3.21) <PSM[n+l,k] = <PSM[n,k- lJ + ^ + I t y î P S ^ , * ] , 

with initial boundary conditions !PcPiq[n,k] = 0 = tPSPtq[n,k] if k > n, TcPfq[n,0] = 
(P + VU)(P2 + mp,q) • • • (If-1 + [n - i y , <PSM[n90] = 1 and <PcM[0,k] '= % = 
#SM[0,*]. 

Separating the different possibilities for the leftmost column of weak 0-1 tableaux 
(length not equal to the maximal allowed value, or length equal to the maximal value 
with the filling containing a 1 or no 1) gives a combinatorial proof of these recurrence 
relations. 

Comparing (3.20) and (3.21 ) to ( 1.9) and (1.10) yields the conclusion that these fam
ilies of polynomials are special cases of ÎÏ -Stirling numbers (for îï = (JÏ, w\ where 
A = (0/>o and w(î) = pl + \i\Piq\ and thus every identity in the previous section applies 
to them. However, it is not the case for the sequences (Pc^n, m, k]) and (!PSPtq[n9 m, &]), 
for which a more detailed analysis is necessary. 

PROPOSITION 3.8. The following identities hold for the partial p, q-Stirling numbers 
with three parameters (PcPfq[n, m, k] and (PSp^q[n9 m,k]: 

a) (connections and special cases) 

(3.22) <Pcp,q[n,n,k] = cPA\n,k] and tPcp,q[n,k,k]= /?(2 ) 

(3.23) (PSPtq[n,n,k] = SPiq[n,k] and &SPiq[n,k,k] = 

in — m -H k\ 
(3.24) <Pc\,q[n,m,k]= [ )cq[n,n-m + k], 

(3.25) TSiA[n,m,K\= \"\Sq[m,k\, 
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b) (recurrence relations) 

2cp,q[n + l,m + 1, jfc] = (Pcp,q[n,m,k- 1] +pnPcp,q[n,m + l , i ] 

+ [n]PiqfPcPig[n9rn9k], 

2Sp,q[n + l,m + 1,*] = ! P 5 M [ / I , / I I , * - 1] V ^ M K « + U*] 

vwY/z initial boundary conditions (PcPyq[n,m,k] = 0 = (PSPtq[n,m,k\ if m > n or if 
k > m, &cp,q[0,m,k] = èuè0,m, &Sp,q[0,m,k] = S0^o,m, &cPiq[n,09k] = p®8kfit 

&Sp,q[n, 0,k] = % , û/irf &cPiq[n, m, 0] = j ^ ) - " ^ ^ [ / z ,n - m\ &Sp,q[n9 m, 0] = 8m,o; 
c) (generating series) For n > 0, 

(3.28) 
E E * W " , ™> r]xrym-rz"-m = (x + z)(x +/?z + [ 1 ] ^ ) • • • (x +pn~xz + [#i - 1 ] ^ ) , 
r>0 w>0 

/orifc>0, 

(3.29) E E V + ^ + U ^ 
r>0 />0 

1 1 1 1 
(1 - j/) (1 -py - [\]p,qx) (1 - ^ _ [ 2 ]^x) (1 -p*>/ - [k]p,qxY 

PROOF, a) When n — m, this forces all the columns of the weak 0-1 tableaux to 
contain a 1 so Œ*cp,q[n, n, k] and (PSp^[n9 n, k] are counting usual 0-1 tableaux according 
to inversion and non-inversion numbers. 

When m = k, the corresponding weak 0-1 tableaux must be filled with 0's only, each 0 
contributing to a factor/?, thus yielding the combinatorial interpretation of the ^-binomial 
coefficients in terms of partitions fitting in a box. 

Identities (3.24) and (3.25) become obvious with the alternate combinatorial interpre
tations of Proposition 3.5. Indeed, (Pc\yq[n9m9k] is ^-counting (according to inversion 
number) permutations of [[«]] with (n — m + k) cycles (factor cq[n,n — m + k] on the 
right-hand side of (3.24)), such that (n — m) of these cycles are marked (there is (n~m*k) 
ways of choosing them among the (n — m + k) cycles of the permutations). Likewise, 
(PS\jq[n,m9k] is ^-counting (according to inversion number) partial partitions (E; n) of 
the set [[«J such that \E\ = (n — m) (the factor (^) on the right-hand side of (3.25) cor
responds to the choice of E) and IT is a partition with exactly k blocks (corresponding to 
the factor Sq[m, k]). 

b) The proofs of (3.28) and (3.29) are similar to those of (3.20) and (3.21). Note that 
the weak 0-1 tableaux ijj G Tdw(n — 1, n — m, n) all have a "staircase" shape (the lengths 
of the columns are respectively (n — 1), (n — 2) , . . . , 1 and 0). To compute their non-
inversion number, we need only substract the inversion number and the number m of l's 
in the filling to the total number of cells of %/J. This gives the initial boundary condition 
fPcPj[n, m, 0] = p®~mcltq/p[n, n - m]. 
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c) (3.28) and (3.29) easily follow from the combinatorial definition. • 
In addition to identities (3.24) and (3.25), partial Stirling numbers can also be ex

pressed in terms of usual ^-Stirling numbers in the following way (for/? =1 ) : 

PROPOSITION 3.9. We have: 

(3.30) 3>cu[n + l , i + l ] = X; 
k+l U 

7!-k-xcf-Jcq[nJl 

(3.31) VSiA[n + l,k+l] = Y, J-kSaV,k], 

(3.32) 

rPci,?[n+ l,»i+l,)fc+l] 
« 

= E k \n-m \k+l \n-m- 1 
<TJcq[nJ\, 

(3.33) îPS'u[ii+l,j» + l , i t+ l ] = X; 
7=0 sr;' 

n - j - i 

n — m — i 
j-%\}M 

PROOF. These identities are proven similarly to (2.11) and (2.12) in [dMLe]. We 
essentially remove the columns causing no inversions. Thus all the remaining columns 
must contain a 0 in the bottom cell and a 1 somewhere above it. By deleting these bottom 
cells, we obtain a general 0-1 tableau. The difference with the identities (2.11) and (2.12) 
of [dMLe] is that there are two kinds of columns that do not cause any inversion: the 
columns filled exclusively with 0's and the columns which contain a 1 positioned in the 
bottom cell. Details are left to the reader. • 

PROPOSITION 3.10 (CONVOLUTION FORMULAE). We have: 

(3.34) cpJm + /!,*]= £ p«i+J-k\n]™-Jcp,q[n, i\<Pcq4,[mJ9k - i], 

(3.35) SM[m + n,k]= £ p^-^jSM[n,î\TS„[mJ,k - /]. 
i+j>k 

(3.36) cM[n +l,m+j+l] = ± g ^ I X ' _ / ) [ * + 1 £ / ~ W * . m](Pcw[n - k, ij], 
k=0 i=j 

(3.37) SM[/i + 1,m +y + 1] = £ X>(m+1)0W)["* + l ] ^ Sp,q[k,m]Œ>Sq,p[n - k, ij\. 
k=0 i=j 

PROOF. These identities are particular cases of Theorem 2.6, with ft — (/)/>o and 
w(i) = [i]p,q. For these parameters, c^(n,k) = cp,q[n,k], S%(n,k) = SPtq[n,k]9 

<T\n,k) = E 
tp£Td^m(n-\,n-k) 

nm((p) inv((^) 
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and 

tp£T^m(k,n-k) 

where T-m(h9 r) (respectively Td-m(h9 r)) denotes the subset of T(h + m9 r) (respectively 
Td(h + m9 r)) containing all the 0-1 tableaux ip such that the length of each column is at 
least equal to m. The notations T(h, r) and Td(h9 r) were introduced in Section 1. 

The 0-1 tableaux ip G Td-m(n — \,n — k) (respectively ip E T-m(k9n — k)) can be 
decomposed into a rectangular weak 0-1 tableau \j)\ of format mx(n — k)9 and a general 
weak 0-1 tableau ^2 € Tdw(n — 1, n — k) (or 1/̂2 € rw(A:, n — k) respectively), such that 
the columns of ip\ containing a 1 correspond exactly to the columns of ip2 filled with 
0's, and vice-versa. The enumeration of these pairs of weak 0-1 tableaux according to 
inversion and non-inversion numbers leads to 

(3.38) <T\n9 k) = J2^k\m]^iPcqjf[n9 1, k]9 
i=k 

(3.39) S*"V k) = tp^'^r-^S^n, i, k]. 
i=k 

Details are left to the reader. • 
Note that (3.34) to (3.37) are/?, ^-analogues of identities (1.11) to (1.14), thus provid

ing a complete answer to the first question that was addressed to us. 

4. Identities related to 0-1 tableaux whose column lengths are restricted to an 
arithmetic progression. In this section, we study J?-tableaux for which w(ai) = 
[a + id]Piq9 a9d G N, the p9 ^-analogue of an arithmetic progression. This particular case 
can be realized in two different ways. 

The first possibility 5\aP — (a + id)t>o and wap: N —> N[p, q] such that wap{k) = [k\p,q9 

corresponds combinatorially to the/?, ̂ -counting of 0-1 tableaux whose column lengths 
are part of the arithmetic progression {a + id}i>o. More precisely, fix a and d G N. 
We will denote by Ta>d{h9 r) (respectively Tda,d(h9 r)) the subset of T(a + hd9 r) (respec
tively Td(a + hd9 r)) containing all 0-1 tableaux with column lengths belonging to the set 
{a9 a + d, a + 2d, . . . , # + hd}. The notations T(h9 r) and Td(h9 r) were introduced in Sec
tion 1. Note that if a — 0, since [0 ]^ = 0, the column lengths will be elements of the 
set {d9 2d9..., hd}. If d = 0, the 0—1 tableaux are degenerate and contain only columns 
of length a. However, this case can be included if we distinguish between the different 
lengths (a + / • 0), / > 0. A way to do this is to associate to the 0-1 tableaux ip of format 
a x m partitions ji — JJL\ > ji2 > • • • > [im > 0, corresponding to these different z's. 

We then have 

(4.1) c{^w^(n9 k)= J2 j^<f**P)9 
p<ETda>d(n-\,n-k) 

and 

(4.2) ^w«p\n9 k)= J2 /?nin(vVnv(^. 
ipETa'd(k,n-k) 
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The second possibility is %cw = (%cW9 wcvv), where S^w = (/)/>o and 

(4.3) wcw(k) =[a + kd\m = pM[a\P4 + qa[d]p,q[k]^j. 

This decomposition of the weight function suggests a combinatorial interpretation in 
terms of/7, ^-counting of coloured weak 0-1 tableaux. 

DEFINITION 4.1. A coloured weak 0-1 tableau consists of a pair (V>,7) such that 
\j) — (A, /,/) is a weak 0-1 tableau, and 7: C^ —» {0,1,2, . . . , a + d — 1} is a "colouring" 
of the columns c of ^ with colors 7(c), satisfying the following conditions: 

i) if the column c is filled with 0's, then 0 < 7(c) <(a— 1), and 
ii) if the filling of c contains a 1, then a < 7(c) < (a + d — 1). 

By convention, if a — 0, the weak 0-1 tableau xjj contains no columns filled with 0's, 
and if d = 0, xp contains no columns with 1 's. 

We will denote by Tcw(h, r) (respectively Tdcw(h, r)) the set of all coloured weak 0—1 
tableaux (\p, 7) such that ip £ Tw(h, r) (respectively xp G Tdw(h, r)). The notations Tw(h, r) 
and Tdw(h, r) were introduced in Section 3. 

DEFINITION 4.2. Let (\p9 7) be a coloured weak 0-1 tableau. The/?, q-weight wp^q{l) 
of the colouring 7 is given by the following expression: 

(4.4) wM(7)= II MC)WM 

where C^ denotes the set of columns (of length possibly null) of the weak 0—1 tableau 

V> = (A,/,A 

(4.5) wp(c) = 

and 

[ jf-i-W if c is filled with 0's, 
[ pa+d~l ~^c) if c contains a 1 ; 

- n^c) (4.6) Wq{ç) = q 

For example, if a = 2, d — 3, and -0 is the weak 0-1 tableau illustrated in Figure 2, 
a possible colouring 7 of xp would be 7(ci) = 0, 7(c2) = 4, 7(c3) = 4, 7(^4) = 2, 
7(c5) = 1, and 7(c6) = 1, where c\, C2,..., ce denote the columns of xjj from left to right, 
and the/?, ̂ -weight of 7 is equal to wMft/>,7) = y+0+0+2+0+0̂ 0+4+4+2+1+1 = ^ 1 2 

PROPOSITION 4.3. With the preceding notations, 

(4.7) c{*™>w™\n, k)= £ / x n i n ( V x i n v ( ^ * W U 
(</>,7)<E 7^(71-1 ,«-À:) 

and 

(4.8) ^w™\n, k)= J2 / x n i n ( ^^ x i n v ( V , ) w^(7) . 
(V»,7)erw(M-*) 
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PROOF. We need only see that in 

wCw(k) =[a + kd]p,q = pP[a]Piq + ^[djp^k]^^, 

the factors pM and [k]^y correspond to d times the inversion and non-inversion numbers 
of weak 0-1 tableaux, and [a]p>q and qa[d]p,q to the/7, g-weight of colourings. • 

There is a natural bijection preserving /?, ̂ -counting between coloured weak 0-1 
tableaux and 0-1 tableaux whose column lengths lie in an arithmetic progression. Let 
(?/,57) = ((A,/,/),7) e Tcw(h,r) (respectively Tdcw(h,r)). We map 00,7) into a 0-1 
tableau (p = (A,/) G Ta,d(h,r) (respectively Tda,d(h,r)) in the following way: each col
umn Cj in i[) of length / is replaced by a column of length (a + id). 

i) if the column cj was filled with 0's and coloured with color 7(9) = m, 0 < m < 
(a— 1), weputa 1 in position (/d+a — m) (from top to bottom) of the new column 
(i.e.fid+a-mj= l),and 

ii) if Cj had a 1 in position h, 1 < h < /, and was coloured with color 7(9) = m, 
a < m < (a + d — 1), we put a 1 in position (hd + a — m) {i.e. fhd+a-mj — !)• 

For example, if a = 2, d — 3, h = 5 and r — 6, Figure 5 illustrates the corre
spondence. The first row (shaded in the figure) of the tableau on the left gives the dif
ferent colors of the columns of the coloured tableau (which is the weak 0-1 tableau of 
Figure 2). Note that in this example, we have, as expected, Wp^)pdxnm^)qdxinv^) = 

p3qnp3xsq3x2 = pnq\s = ^ ( ^ i n v ^ ) D e t a i i s a r e ieft to the reader. 

0 4 4 2 1 i | 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 

|0 
\Q_ 

1 
0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 

r 
0 
0 

(T 
0 
0 

FIGURE 5: CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE SETS Tcw(h, r) AND Ta-d(h, r) 

Let c°'«[n, k] and S^[n, k] denote 

(4.9) 

4i[n,k] = c{^'w""\n,k) 

= c^'w™Xn,k), 
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and 

Sfâ[n,k] = &**-w*\n9k) 

(4.10) =^^\n9k). 

We will call these polynomials a, d-progressivep, q-Stirling numbers of first and sec
ond kinds. As for the partial /?, ^-Stirling numbers, we can use the correspondence be
tween weak 0-1 tableaux and permutations with marked cycles or partial set partitions 
described in Section 3 to obtain an alternate combinatorial interpretations in terms of 
these objects, enriched with some colouring. 

In the remainder of this section, we present various identities on a, d-progressive 
p, ^-Stirling numbers. We will use either combinatorial interpretations in terms of 0-1 
tableaux to prove these identities, according to the context. 

PROPOSITION 4.4. a) (special cases) 

(4.11) c°^[n,k] = W^kc^[n,kl 

(4.12) $iin,k] = [d]^kS^[n,k]. 

In particular, 

(4.13) # > , * ] = cM[n,k] and ^[n,k] = SM[n,k}-

(4-14) c$[n,k] = [a];-k(n\ 

(4-15) S$[n,k] = [aT&rk 

In particular, 

(4-16) c^[n,k]=(")=S^[n,k]. 

(4.17) c£=i,crkVcM[n,m,kl 
m=k 

(4.18) S ^ = Ê ? " " t ^ M t » . ' » . * ] -
m—k 

b) (q-analogues of identities of Voigt [VoJ) 

(4.19) c°fr,j] = t (*) [atjqa(n~k)c0^[n, k], 

(4.20) Sfi[nJ\ = g h M * < f ( " - * - ^ ' > - M -

c) (connections with q-Stirling numbers) 

(4.21) dfi[nj\ = t (*) [a]k-i(qa[d]qf-
kc¥[n, k], 
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and 

(4.22) S$nJ\ = g ("] [af^W-^S^n - k,j]. 

PROOF, a) For a = 0 and d = 1, both combinatorial models reduce to the usual 
p, ^-counting (according to inversion and non-inversion numbers) of 0-1 tableaux in 
Td(n-l,n- k) for c$*[n9k] and in T(k9n-k) for S$*[n,k]. 

Identities (4.11) to (4.16) have simple proofs using either interpretations in terms of 
0-1 tableaux. We will use the coloured weak 0-1 tableau model. 

The choice a = 0 suppresses all weak 0-1 tableaux containing columns filled with 0's 
(since there are no "colors" to colour them with). Thus only usual 0-1 tableaux remain, 
for which each column is assigned a color between 0 and (d — 1). For a fixed 0-1 tableau 
(p, the/?, ̂ -weight of all possible colourings is [</]j^\ where nc((/?) denotes the number 
of columns in (p. Moreover, since every inversion and non-inversion is counted d times, 
we obtain (4.11) and (4.12). 

Choosing d = 0 forces the corresponding weak 0-1 tableaux to be filled with 0's 
only, each column being coloured with some color / between 0 and (a — 1). Note that 
since d = 0, inversion and non-inversion numbers of the weak 0—1 tableaux are not 
taken in account, and we are counting partitions (with (n — k) columns of length possibly 
zero) that fit in a box, with some color associated to each column. Possible colourings 
correspond to the factor [a]p~k on the right-hand side of (4.14) and (4.15), and partitions 
(with distinct column lengths or not) to the factor (n

k). 
In the case a = 1 and d = 1, every column has a single choice of color, that is color 

0 if it is filled with 0's, or color 1 if it contains a 1. Let (ip,l) be a coloured weak 0-1 
tableau with such a colouring. Then it is easy to see that wp^q(l) = q*, where7 is equal 
to the number of columns in xjj containing a 1. Identities (4.17) and (4.18) follow from 
the combinatorial interpretation of partial/?, ̂ -Stirling numbers (with three parameters) 
in terms of weak 0-1 tableaux. 

b) We want to isolate the contribution of parameter a in caA[n,j] and S*A[n,j\. Using 
the interpretation in terms of coloured weak 0—1 tableaux, this means separating the 
columns filled with 0's from the rest of the tableau, remembering their lengths and their 
positions (same reasoning as (2.28) and (2.29) or (3.30) to (3.33)). Next, we isolate the 
^-weight from their colourings (factor [a]q for each column filled with 0's), as well as 
the contribution qa to the ^-weight of the colouring of each column containing a 1. This 
yields to (4.19) and (4.20). 

c) (4.21) is deduced from (4.19) and (4.11), and (4.22) is deduced from (4.20) and 
(4.12). 

The a, ̂ -progressive Stirling numbers being a special case of ÎI-Stirling numbers, all 
the results of Section 2 apply to them. In particular, we obtain the following convolution 
formulae from Theorem 2.10: 
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PROPOSITION 4.5 (CONVOLUTION FORMULAE). 

(4.23) cfflm +7, n] = £ c#[m, k]c£q
md>% n - k]9 

(4.24) S%[m +j, n] = ± Sfi[m, k]^\j, n - k], 

(4.25) <%[n+l,m+j+l] = £cfâ[k,my$W[n-kJ\, 
k=0 

(4.26) Sfi[n +l,m+j+l] = ± S$k, m]^m+^d[n - kj\. 
k=0 

Note that (4.24) and (4.26) are/?, ̂ -analogues of (6.24) and (6.25) of [VS]. 

PROPOSITION 4.6 (ANALOGUE OF COROLLARY 2.5). 

(4.27) d£[n + U+ 1] = B<i £ ^ ^ [ 4 ^ ^ - ^ ^ + ̂  

(4.28) SJ?[„ + 1,* + 1] = %a\x g (" " ') W^^'^Am^ 
i=0 m=* \ m 

PROOF. The proof uses the same idea as the one of Corollary 2.5. Using the model 
in terms of 0—1 tableaux whose column lengths are part of an arithmetic progression 
{a + id}t>o, simply delete every column of length a and every column of length a +jd9 

j > 1, such that the 1 appears in one of the d first rows (from top to bottom). Details are 
left to the reader. • 

PROPOSITION 4.7 (GENERATING SERIES), a) (J. B. Remmel andM. Wachs [ReWa]) 

(4.29) £ cfftn, k]uk- = (1 - dx)=^, 
n,k>0 ' n-

(4.30) £ S^d[n,k]uk- = e^e»^. 
n,k>0 ' n' 

b) (generalization of case a = 0, d = 1 due to I. Gessel [Ge, (6.1)]) 

*" (qa[d]qx;qd)oo 

„>o*>o [«V! [{qa[d]q+(l-qd)([a]q+u))x;qdj 

where (p;q)œ = n?20(l "WO-

PROOF, a) These generating series are trivial using the alternate combinatorial mod
els in terms of coloured permutations with marked cycles and coloured partial set par
titions. Note that when/7 = q = I, a and d can be considered as weights instead of 
colourings. On one hand, the parameter a accounts for the number of marked cycles in 
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the permutations and the number of elements of E, in the partial set partitions (E; ir). On 
the other hand, d accounts for the number of elements of the permutations that are not 
cycle leaders, and the number of elements in the partial set partitions that are not in E 
nor a block leader. Details are left to the reader. 

b) Identity (4.31) is obtained by algebraic manipulations on ̂ -series. Let 

(4.32) F(u,t)= Y, E<'d
q[n,k]uk-^-, 

n>0k>0 (#><?)« 

where (a; q)n — (1 — a)(\ — aq) • • • (1 — aq"~l). On one hand, 

P4\„ hl„k (4.33) G ( M ) = E E O M V r , . 
«>0A:>0 W ,H )n-\ 

(4.34) =-t(F{u,t)-F{u,qdt)). 

And on the other hand, by replacing ca
x
,d[n, k] in (4.33) by the right-hand side of the basic 

recurrence relation 

< [ " , * ] = dftn -l,k-l] + [a + (n- \)d\x^[n - 1,*], 

we compute 

(4.35) G(u, i) = [a]gF(u, t) + <f ^ - ^ (F(u, t) - F(u, qdt)) + uF(u, t). 

Identities (4.34) and (4.35) lead to the functional equation 

<**> F "-- '>° ( ,_ [ ; ] , ,_"g |_„ , ) ^^ 
Finally, iterating (4.36) and replacing t by (1 — qd)x gives the generating series (4.31). • 
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